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reconstructions of a human brain in preclinical laboratory
experiments. This lead to the clinical introduction of CT
in 1974 with the installation of 60 head scanners. Allan
Cormack and Sir Godfrey Hounsfield shared the Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1979 for their pioneer
ing work in the development of CT.
The first CT scanners were manufactured exclusively
for CT examinations of the brain (Fig. 8.1) since the
bore was too small to fit the trunk of an adult patient. An
impressive milestone for the development of cardiac
imaging of the heart was reported by Harrel and his
research group as early as June 1976. They used a new
whole-body CT scanner and a rotation time of 6 s to perform what they termed “stop-action computed tomography.” Their total scan time of 18 s consisted of two 6-s
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Abstract
This chapter outlines the physical background of
cardiac CT and different scanning approaches including aspects of radiation exposure.

8.1

Physics of CT

The mathematical principle underlying computed tomography (CT) was formulated by the Austrian mathematician Johann Radon in 1917. The inverse Radon transform
can be used to calculate tomographic reconstructions
from line integrals of the attenuation of X-rays. In CT, the
Radon transform is often visualized as a sinogram. The
sinogram represents the raw data space of a CT scan. It
took until the early 1970s before Allan Cormack and Sir
Godfrey Hounsfield were able to generate the first 2D

⊡⊡ Fig 8.1 Early brain image from a CT head scanner. Reconstruction
performed on a 160² matrix
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rotations separated by 6 s, allowing imaging of the heart
within one breath-hold. The resulting 12-s data acquisition included 13½ heartbeats. By simultaneously recording the raw data and the ECG, combined with a
sophisticated reconstruction technique, they were able to
reconstruct images corresponding to any phase of the
cardiac cycle with a temporal resolution of 250 ms.
However, a serious limitation of the technique developed
by Harrel was that they could only reconstruct images of
a single plane of the heart. The same research group presented their first results on coronary CT angiography in
1979 (Fig. 8.2). The basic principles of their reconstruction technique and particularly their method of obtaining a short snapshot of the heart are still applied today in
what is now known as multisegment reconstruction.
It took about 25 years of research and development
after Harell’s initial experiment to develop CT scanners
suitable for routine cardiac imaging. Good in-plane
spatial resolution and good low-contrast resolution
were already accomplished with the single detector row
CT (step-and-shoot, axial) scanners available in 1976.
Volume acquisitions became feasible with the introduction of helical single-row CT in 1989, and a small slice
thickness of about 1 mm was available as early as 1981.
However, it took the introduction of helical 4-row CT
scanners with rotation times below 1 s in 1998 to combine small slice thickness and sufficient volume coverage within one breath-hold. With the 4-row CT scanners
it became possible for the first time to assess cardiac
function and coronary arteries in a clinical setting.
Further developments leading to 16- and 64-row CT
scanners provided considerable improvements in image
quality (Chap. 2). Even more sophisticated performance
in cardiac CT is offered by recent achievements, such as
second-generation dual-source CT (Somatom Definition
Flash, Siemens; Chap. 10b) and volumetric cone-beam
CT (Aquilion ONE, Toshiba; Chap. 10a).
CT images are typically reconstructed using a 512 ×
512 axial image matrix. The numerical value assigned to
each pixel represents the average linear X-ray attenuation coefficient of the tissues within the associated voxel
relative to the attenuation coefficient of water, and are
given in Hounsfield units, see Table 8.1. The Hounsfield
unit for a voxel that contains different tissues expresses
the average attenuation within the voxel; this averaging is
referred to as the partial volume effect.
The basic acquisition parameters for a CT scan are
the number of active detector rows, slice thickness
(mm), X-ray tube rotation time (s), tube current (mA),
and tube voltage (kV). In axial step-and-shoot CT, the

A

B
⊡⊡ Fig. 8.2 First images of coronary CT angiography. Panel A shows

the proximal right coronary artery (arrow) and Panel B the left main
(arrow) and left anterior descending coronary artery in another
patient (arrowhead). Ao aorta; RV right ventricle. With permission
from Guthaner et al., AJR 1979 (American Roentgen Ray Society)

table translation between axial acquisitions is referred to
as the table increment, in helical CT the pitch factor
defines the table increment per rotation. These parameters must be optimized to achieve contradictory goals
such as minimal motion artifacts, coverage within one
breath-hold, good spatial resolution, good contrast
resolution, and minimal radiation exposure. The parameters relevant for high-quality reconstruction in CT are
the reconstruction field of view, the reconstructed slice
thickness, the reconstructed slice increment, and the
reconstruction filter.
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⊡⊡ Table 8.1 Attenuation values of different tissues and materials

Substance

Hounsfield
unit (HU)

Range of HUs

Compact bone

+1,000

(+300 to +2,500)

Contrast-enhanced blooda

+400

(+200 to +600)

Calcified plaque

+400

(+130 to +1,000)

Noncalcified fibrotic
plaque

+80

(+30 to +130

Noncalcified lipid plaque

+10

(−40 to +40)

Liver

+ 60

(+50 to +70)

Blood

+ 55

(+50 to +60)

Kidneys

+ 30

(+20 to +40)

Muscle

+ 25

(+10 to +40)

Brain, gray matter

+ 35

(+30 to +40)

Brain, white matter

+ 25

(+20 to +30)

Water

a

0

Fat

− 90

(−100 to −80)

Lung

− 750

(−950 to −600)

Air

− 1,000

Enhanced aorta, ventricle or coronary artery

8.2

Physics of Cardiac CT

Users of CT scanners aim at producing images of good
diagnostic quality whilst maintaining the radiation exposure of the patient as low as reasonably achievable. In
cardiac CT it is crucial to achieve excellent spatial resolution (to be able to visualize the small coronaries), excellent temporal resolution (to avoid motion-induced
blurring), and short scan time (to avoid breathing artifacts). In addition, image noise should be low enough
and the contrast-to-noise ratio high enough for visualization of the coronary arteries. What distinguishes cardiac CT from most other CT applications is the need for
appropriate synchronization of the image reconstruction
with the simultaneously recorded ECG.

8.2.1	Spatial Resolution
Spatial resolution plays an important role in coronary
CT angiography, particularly in the visualization of distal segments with diameters down to less than 1 mm. A
voxel size of about 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm or smaller in combination with an intrinsic spatial resolution (expressed
as FWHM1) of about 0.5–0.7 mm is sufficient for coronary imaging. However, for accurate visualization of
very small structures, such as early atherosclerotic
lesions within the coronary wall, even better spatial resolution is required but not possible with current CT
scanners. Spatial resolution in the reconstructed images
also depends on the reconstruction filter used; in cardiac
CT for example a dedicated stent or coronary reconstruction filter. Small objects such as stents and calcifications may also be visualized inappropriately due to
artifacts related to motion, partial volume effect, and
beam hardening.

8.2.2	Temporal Resolution
Good temporal resolution is required in cardiac CT to
guarantee that the motion of the fast moving coronary
arteries does not lead to substantial artifacts. This can
be achieved by hardware that allows fast data acquisition, e.g., a fast rotating gantry and/or a gantry equipped
with two X-ray tubes. The rotation time of the X-ray
tube should be as short as possible, but is limited by
engineering since short rotation times lead to very high
g-forces, up to 20–30 g, on all components mounted on
the rotating gantry. Rotation times of current CT scanners are in the range of 0.27–0.35 s. Optimal temporal
resolution can also be enhanced by dedicated reconstruction algorithms. CT images are generally reconstructed from one full (360°) rotation. In cardiac CT,
images are reconstructed from half (180°) rotations
because, according to the mathematics of CT, this
yields the minimum required amount of information.
Physicists measure spatial resolution as the point spread
function (PSF) and express the performance of CT scanners
with regard to spatial resolution as the full width half maximum
(FWHM) of the PSF. The FWHM defines whether or not two
adjacent structures will be represented separately in the images;
two structures separated by at least one FWHM can in general
be distinguished from each other, two structures separated by
less than one FWHM are bound to merge together in the
reconstructed image.
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⊡⊡ Fig. 8.3 Simulation of the effect of the number of backprojections on image quality. Reconstructed axial cardiac CT images are

shown using 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 1024 backprojections in Panels A–I, respectively

Fig. 8.3 illustrates that hundreds of views are required
to reconstruct artifact-free images. Temporal resolution can be further improved by a factor of two with the
incorporation of two X-ray tubes (dual-source CT).
Improved temporal resolution can also be achieved by
including attenuation profiles acquired during two or
more heartbeats in the reconstruction. In this latter
case, raw data from multiple heartbeats are combined
during the reconstruction. This is referred to as a multisegment reconstruction, i.e., more than one RR interval is used for image reconstruction.

8.2.3

Image Noise and Radiation Exposure

Low image noise provides better image quality. Image
noise may be decreased by raising the tube current
(mA), but this comes at the cost of increased patient
exposure. Currently, the choice of tube current in cardiac CT acquisitions is based on clinical experience and
provides a balance between low patient dose and sufficient image quality (Chap. 10). Computer simulations
of the image quality of cardiac CT resulting from a
lower tube current can be performed and may provide

8.2 • Physics of Cardiac CT

an evidence base for selection of the most appropriate
tube current (Fig. 9.11). In addition, image quality, and
the contrast-to-noise ratio, in cardiac CT may be
enhanced by selecting a lower tube voltage (e.g., 100 or
80 kV), which improves the visualization of iodine.
Particularly in patients with a normal or low body mass
index, a lower tube voltage can be used to achieve better
image quality at the same radiation exposure or to
reduce the dose whilst maintaining image quality.
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8.2.4	Retrospective ECG Gating
and Prospective ECG Triggering
Essential in cardiac CT is synchronization of the image
reconstruction with the patient’s ECG and selection of
the best cardiac phase. Current cardiac CT scanners only
provide good image quality, without motion artifacts,
when the reconstructed images correspond to the optimal rest phase of the coronary arteries. The principles of
retrospective ECG-gated reconstruction and prospective
ECG-triggered reconstruction are illustrated in Fig. 8.4.

A

B

C

D

E
⊡⊡ Fig. 8.4 ECG (blue lines) and tube current during different acquisitions (red lines). Panel A shows that during a retrospective helical
a cquisition with a 64-row CT scanner, the tube current remains constant during six RR intervals. Panel B shows how the tube current can be
modulated during a helical acquisition based on the recorded ECG to achieve good image quality for assessment of the coronary arteries
(where the tube current remains high, peaks of the red line) and at the same time sufficient image quality for assessment of cardiac function
(where the tube current is reduced). Panel C shows that at a higher heart rate, there is less opportunity to reduce tube current during the
helical acquisition and less opportunity to reduce patient exposure. All helical acquisitions depicted in Panels A–C allow assessment of cardiac function. Panel D shows how an acquisition on a 64-row CT scanner is done in five heartbeats with “step-and-shoot” covering the entire
heart with lower dose at the assumed coronary rest phase. Different axial steps are separated by at least one heartbeat to allow for translation
of the patient. Panel E shows that some CT scanners allow prospective scanning of the entire heart within a single heartbeat: a fast dualsource CT scanner is capable of performing a helical acquisition of the entire heart within one heartbeat (Siemens Definition Flash), and a
wide cone beam CT scanner performs an axial acquisition of the entire heart (Toshiba Aquilion ONE) within one heartbeat. Such novel “single
heartbeat” techniques carry the promise of further dose reduction and image quality improvement
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Reconstruction based on retrospective cardiac phase
selection requires helical registration of the raw data and
the ECG during several complete cardiac cycles. Fig.
8.4A shows that retrospective ECG gating allows reconstruction of the scanned volume at any cardiac phase.
Effective dose can be reduced using ECG-triggered tube
current modulation (Fig. 8.4B). Fig. 8.4C shows that at
higher heart rates, there is less opportunity to reduce the
tube current during helical acquisitions.
An alternative to retrospective helical ECG-gated
reconstruction is prospective “step-and-shoot” acquisition (Fig. 8.4D). Step-and-shoot techniques have the
advantage of reducing patient dose, but the required
stitching of several images is prone to artifacts at the borders of the prospectively acquired slabs, especially in
arrhythmic patients. Of course, prospectively acquired
step-and-shoot scans do not allow assessment of cardiac
function since they only cover the (assumed) best cardiac
phase. Also, prospective ECG gating is preferred in
patients with low and stable heart rates, in whom the center of the acquisition window is located at approximately

70–80% of the RR interval. Some CT scanners allow
prospective scanning of the entire heart within a single
heartbeat: a fast dual-source CT scanner is capable of performing a helical acquisition of the entire heart (Siemens
Definition Flash), and a wide cone beam CT scanner performs an axial acquisition of the entire heart (Toshiba
Aquilion ONE) within one heartbeat (Fig. 8.4E). Such
novel “single heartbeat” techniques carry the promise of
further dose reduction. The appearance of helical and
axial scans on film that is exposed on the CT table is
shown in Fig. 8.5.
Scans that require image acquisition during more than
one cardiac cycle are inherently sensitive to arrhythmia,
this is true for both retrospective and prospective acquisitions. But even CT angiography scans acquired within a
single heartbeat are prone to artifacts caused by arrhythmia, since it is not possible to predict if the subsequent
heartbeat will be stable or irregular. A volume CT scanner
covering the entire heart in an axial snapshot (Aquilion
ONE, Toshiba) may be more robust with regard to
arrhythmia due to the lack of table movement (Fig. 8.6).

A

B

C

D

⊡⊡ Fig. 8.5 Appearance of coronary scans covering 16 cm in the Z-axis with different collimations on films exposed on the CT table. Panel
A shows a retrospectively ECG-gated helical scan performed using 16-row CT whereas Panel B shows retrospectively ECG-gated scanning
using 64-row CT. There is significant overscanning visible on the films exposed using these approaches. Triggered (prospectively ECGgated) scanning using 5 axial acquisitions in the step-and-shoot mode is shown in Panel C with the overlapping areas of the prospectively
acquired slabs clearly visible. Nevertheless, there is relevant reduction of overscanning. Panel D is a representation of a single shot with
volume CT using 320 simultaneous detectors. We are thankful to R. Juran Ph.D. and J. Mews RT for their assistance with this figure
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F

⊡⊡ Fig. 8.6 Advantage of volume coronary CT angiography in arrhythmia. Example of a 66-year-old woman who had a premature atrial

contraction during the heartbeat intended for volumetric scanning (asterisk in Panel A). Scanning was immediately stopped when the
arrhythmia occurred and was continued during the subsequent beat with a safety window (Panel A). These two beats had a rate of 77 and 41
beats per min (Panels A and B). Only the second, nonarrhythmic beat was used for reconstruction of images (Panel B). Reconstructions with
a soft filter showed a significant (70% diameter) stenosis of segment 3 of the right coronary artery (RCA, arrow in Panel C), whereas significant
in-stent restenosis of the 3.0-mm mid-RCA stent was excluded in reconstructions with a stent filter (Panel D). Conventional coronary angio
graphy confirmed the significant distal RCA stenosis (arrow in Panel E), which was treated during the same interventional session (Panel F)
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Exposure

8.3.1	Dosimetry

8

Dosimetry is used to measure the energy imparted by
ionizing radiation to matter. Physicists provide the basis
for radiation dosimetry with the definition of the fundamental physical quantity for radiation dosimetry, being
the quantity absorbed dose (D). Absorbed dose is the
quotient of the energy imparted by ionizing radiation
(energy (E); unit Joule (J)) and the mass of the exposed
matter (mass (m); unit kilogram (kg)). The unit of
absorbed energy is Joule per kilogram (J/kg), but in radiation dosimetry absorbed dose is expressed as gray (Gy).
Dose levels that occur in CT are generally much lower
than 1 Gy, therefore doses are usually expressed in milligray (1 mGy = 0.001 Gy).
Dose measurements must be performed during
installation, acceptance testing, and constancy testing of
CT scanners. During such tests the normalized output of
the scanner is generally established as the CT dose index
per unit of tube charge (CTDI/Q; unit mGy/mAs). The
radiation exposure of specific CT acquisition protocols is
expressed either as CTDI (mGy) or as dose length product (DLP, Gy.cm). The CTDI represents the radiation
output of the CT scanner during one full rotation of the
X-ray tube; and the DLP represents the radiation exposure during a complete helical or axial acquisition and
takes into account the total number of tube rotations
during the CT scan. Both CTDI and DLP are very useful
for comparing the radiation exposure of different CT
acquisition protocols.
Dosimetric quantities that are most often used in the
context of biomedical dose assessment are the equivalent
organ dose2 (HT, mSv) and the effective dose (E, mSv).
The effective dose is the pragmatic weighted sum of
equivalent organ doses, where the tissue weighting factors (wT) are used to take into account the relative sensitivity of organs to carcinogenic and hereditary effects.

2
The equivalent dose is the product of absorbed dose (D, mGy)
and a radiation weighting factor (wR, mSv/mGy). The radiation
weighting factor for X-rays is 1, so absorbed dose and the
equivalent dose are numerically equal.

⊡⊡ Table 8.2 Tissue weighting factors published by the ICRP in
1972 (ICRP publication 26), 1991 (ICRP publication 60), and
2007 (ICRP publication 103)

Organ

ICRP 26,
1972

ICRP 60,
1991

ICRP 103,
2007

Breast

0.15

0.05

0.12

Bone marrow

0.12

0.12

0.12

Lung

0.12

0.12

0.12

Colon

–

0.12

0.12

Stomach

–

0.12

0.12

Thyroid

0.03

0.05

0.04

Bone surface

0.03

0.01

0.01

Gonads

0.25

0.20

0.08

Other

0.30

0.05

0.12

Tissue weighting factors are regularly revised on the
basis of new scientific insights (Table 8.2). Particularly
relevant for cardiac CT are the changes in the tissue
weighting factor for breast tissue. It was 0.15 in 1972 and
was decreased to 0.05 in 1991. Since 2007, the tissue factor breast has been 0.12 according to the most recent
ICRP recommendation. As a result of this latest change,
effective doses for cardiac CT calculated according to the
most recent ICRP publication are generally higher compared to effective doses calculated according to the previous ICRP publication.
8.3.2	Computed Tomography Dose Index
(CTDI) and Dose Length Product (DLP)
The computed tomography dose index (CTDI, mGy)
applies to one 360° rotation of the X-ray tube and is
defined as the integral of the dose profile along the Z-axis
divided by the nominal beam width. Measurements are
performed with a 100 mm long pencil ionization chamber (Fig. 8.7). A derivative of the CTDI has been defined
that is based on weighting of the five CTDIs measured at
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A

B

⊡⊡ Fig. 8.7 Measurement of CTDI. Panel A shows in red the CT dose body phantom with five positions for inserting a CT ionization
chamber (one in the center, four at the periphery of the phantom). Panel B shows a pencil CT ionization chamber, which was specifically
developed for CT dosimetry. The length of the ionization chamber is 100 mm

central and peripheral positions of the phantoms, yielding the weighted CTDI (CTDIw, mGy). The CTDIw can
be conveniently applied to axial step-and-shoot CCTA
scans. For helical CCTA acquisitions it is common practice to correct the CTDIw by dividing it by the pitch factor, yielding the volume CTDI (CTDIvol, mGy). Both
the CTDIw and the CTDIvol are approximations of the
average dose in a cross section of the cylindrical CT dose

phantom. The dose length product (DLP, mGy.cm) is
calculated by multiplying the CTDIw (axial step-andshoot acquisition) or CTDIvol (helical acquisition) by
the actual scan range. Modern CT scanners give the
weighted CTDI or volume CTDI and DLP on the scanner console for each acquisition. Generally these dose
values are also stored in, and can be retrieved from, the
DICOM header of the CT examination.

8
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8.3.3	Organ and Tissue Doses
Organ doses cannot be measured directly during clinical
CT examinations. An exception is the entrance skin
dose, which can be measured with small dosimeters that
can be attached safely to the skin. Particularly relevant in
cardiac CT is the assessment of the exposure of organs
such as breast, lung, liver, esophagus, and stomach. There
is software available for calculating organ doses incurred
during a CT scan. An example is the generic ImPACT
CT Patient Dosimetry Calculator (ImPACT, http://www.
impactscan.org/ctdosimetry.htm). These software applications do not require special user skills, it is sufficient to
specify the scanned range, the type of CT scanner, and
some basic acquisition parameters such as tube voltage,
tube current, rotation time, pitch (helical) or table increment (axial), slice thickness, and number of active

detector rows. These generic computer applications are
suitable for solving most clinical dosimetric questions in
CT (Fig. 8.8). A disadvantage is that they may not be
updated for new types of scanners, only provide dose
estimations for standard sized patients (adults), and do
not integrate tube current modulation schemes in their
dose calculation.
Fig. 8.9 shows the contours of a virtual patient model
(MIRD phantom) represented as a voxel phantom that
can be used for Monte Carlo computer simulations,
which are more accurate than generic software calculations. Accurate organ doses can easily be estimated
from the calculated dose distribution of these more
sophisticated models. Rough estimates of organ doses
resulting from cardiac CT in average-sized patients are
presented in Table 8.3. Clearly, female breast tissue and
lung tissue receive the highest doses. Organs in the

8

A

B

⊡⊡ Fig. 8.8 Two screenshots of the ImPACT CT Patient Dosimetry Calculator (http://www.impactscan.org/ctdosimetry.htm). Panel A
shows the worksheet for entering the scan details, in this example a retrospectively gated helical cardiac CT, and the dosimetric results,
equivalent organ dose, and effective dose. Panel B shows a drawing of the patient model with the scan range in red
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⊡⊡ Fig. 8.9 Organ doses and
effective dose are often derived
from computer simulations.
Panel A shows the contours of
some organs of a virtual, average-sized patient (phantom).
Panel B shows the dose distribution (colors) in this virtual
patient; the dose distribution is
calculated for a single-shot cardiac acquisition using a 320row CT scanner. Note the lighter
the color, the higher the
absorbed dose; the contours of
the skeleton are shown in gray
in Panel B

A

B

⊡⊡ Table 8.3 Typical equivalent organ doses (mGy) for different acquisition techniques

Equivalent organ dose, mGy

a

Retrospectively ECG-gated
reconstruction, no tube
current modulationa

Retrospectively
ECG-gated reconstruction with tube current
modulationa

Prospectively
triggered axial
acquisition

Ultra-low-dose technique
(volumetric CT, dual
source CT)

Breast

40

32

10

5

Lung

35

28

9

5

Liver

30

24

8

4

Esophagus

25

20

7

3

Stomach

25

20

7

3

Bone surface

20

16

5

3

Red bone marrow

15

12

4

2

Skin

5

4

1

0.7

Colon

1.5

1

0.4

0.2

Bladder

0.1

0.1

0.03

0.01

Ovaries

0.1

0.08

0.03

0.01

Testes

0.01

0.008

0.003

0.001

Note that only retrospectively gated acquisition allows assessment of cardiac function in addition to CCTA

8
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upper abdomen are also exposed to substantial levels of
radiation, and exposure is usually highest for retrospective helical acquisitions. A modest dose reduction in
helical CT can be achieved using tube current modulation. Substantial dose reduction can be achieved with
prospectively triggered axial acquisitions; these can be
performed either in one single acquisition if the X-ray
beam width covers the entire heart (volumetric or fast
dual-source CT) or in two to five shots for scanners that
cover part of the heart. Clinical studies are necessary to
identify the clinical indications for which ultra-lowdose protocols are best used.

8

⊡⊡ Table 8.4 Typical exposure values according to ICRP 60

Chest radiography
PA chest radiograph

0.02 (0.01–0.04) mSv

LAT chest radiograph

0.04 (0.02–0.08) mSv

SPECT, myocardial perfusion
Rest; technetium Tc-99 m tetrofosmin,
500 MBq

3.8 mSv

Stress; technetium Tc-99 m tetrofosmin, 500 MBq

3.5 mSv

8.3.4	Effective Dose

PET, myocardial viability

The most pragmatic approach for calculating effective
dose is to record the DLP and to multiply this value with
a conversion factor. This conversion factor expresses the
effective dose (mSv) per unit of dose length product
(mGy.cm). Such conversion factors have been published
for CT scans of different parts of the body. For general
chest CT (120 kV, entire chest CT scan) conversion factors in the range of 0.014–0.017 mSv/mGy.cm have been
published (effective dose according to ICRP 60). These
conversion factors are also frequently used for calculating effective dose for cardiac CT but may not be the most
accurate choice here. More appropriate for typical cardiac CT scans (120 kV, 120–140 mm range) are conversion factors of about 0.020 mSv/mGy.cm (according to
ICRP 60) and 0.030 mSv/mGy.cm (according to ICRP
103). Even more accurate estimates of the effective dose
for patients undergoing CCTA can be derived from the
generic software applications, which take into account
the actually exposed range (see Sect. 8.3.3).
Table 8.4 provides typical effective dose values for
chest and cardiac imaging. The effective dose values
clearly show that radiation exposure from chest radiography is negligible compared to nuclear medicine, conventional coronary angiography, and CT. There is also a
trend towards lower effective doses in cardiac CT, from
up to 20 mSv for retrospective acquisitions to less than
2 mSv for ultra-low-dose protocols. The order of magnitude of the effective dose for established cardiac imaging
tests such as SPECT, PET, and conventional coronary
angiography is about 8 mSv.

18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG),
400 MBq

7.6 mSv

Conventional coronary angiography
Diagnostic catheterization

8.0 (4.0–16) mSv

Percutaneous coronary intervention

12.0 (8.0–20) mSv

Cardiac CT
CT radiography, planscan

0.05 (0.02–0.10) mSv

Bolus tracking

0.15 (0.10–0.20) mSv

Calcium scoring

2.0 (1.0–2.0) mSv

Coronary CT angiography
Retrospectively gated reconstruction,
no tube current modulation

15.0 (10.0–20.0) mSv

Retrospectively gated reconstruction,
ECG-triggered tube current
modulation

12.0 (5.0–15.0) mSv

Prospectively triggered axial
acquisition

4.0 (2.0–8.0) mSv

Ultra-low-dose (volumetric CT, fast
dual-source CT)

< 2.0 mSv

SPECT single photon emission computed tomography; PET positron
emission tomography
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